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policy of protection for English ships: all nations had
benefited. They were wrong in saying that the League could
have opposed Japan after the Manchurian invasion: the
League was divided. They were wrong in asserting that rh1,-
failure of sanctions against Italy was due to British half-
heartedness: it was due to a French cordiality not even fifty
per cent strong. It was hopeless to expect the League to
handle the Spanish question: it was as divided upon Spa:n as
upon China. It was wrong to say that Non-intervention had
benefited the rebels: were the facts known (it is perhaps futile
to ask why they were not) it would be found that the Spanish
Government had been the gainers. It was incorrect, too, to
suggest that a victory for Franco meant an anti-British Spain:
* there were strong forces of trade, of geography, working in
another direction.*
He returned in his peroration to his enduring thernc.
Peace would be impossible until the nations returned to the
old ideal of the supremacy of law, and so combined that the
force against any potential aggresssor was overwhelming.
And he went on: 'There is an inclination in diplomacy
to-day to threaten, to issue orders from the housetops, to pro-
claim what is virtually an ultimatum and to call it peace.
Such methods will never have any response here. Such orders
will never be obeyed by the British public. . . „ We are not
prepared to stand and deliver at anyone's command. . . . We
offer co-operation to all, but will accept dictation from
none.' These are the accents that almost raise up on the
Treasury Bench the ghost of Palmerston and Victorian self-
confidence.
The Non-intervention Committee has not advanced since
Eden's resignation, and this immobility clearly reveals whose
was the one impelling force for appeasement in the Spanish
tragedy.
By October 1937 Neville Chamberlain was actively domin-
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